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ABSTRACT
A PEA (Pulse Equivalent Area) approach for orientation control of an under actuated pointing device is
proposed. The presented work is a sequel to the earlier work done by the authors for the orientation
control of the drill machine. The desired orientation is realized through control pulses during specific
roll instants. These pulses are generated through single pair of electromagnets mounted on the housing
of the pointing device. Due to practical limitation of the system, there is an additional constraint on the
actuating signal. The amplitude of the actuating signal is fixed and the Pulse width or duration of the
pulse can vary. A discrete equivalent model of pointing device is also developed. A novel approach based
on PEA is developed since the exact solution of discrete equivalent model under constraints was not
possible. The simulations are included to compare proposed technique with the existing technique
developed for similar systems. The performance is also shown under both nominal and parameter
variations through Monte Carlo simulations.
Key Words: Under Actuated Control, Pulse Equivalent Area, Monte Carlo Simulations, Pulse Width
Modulation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

T

he recent development of new type of sensors

systems it becomes challenging and therefore it is one of

and actuators on relatively smaller scale opens

the favorite topics in field of controls and dynamics [6-

dimension

and

12]. A discrete-time equivalent model was developed for

experimentation. These sensors and actuators find many

application discussed in [1], by considering one complete

applications but requires comprehensive modeling to

revolution of drill bit as a discrete step. The magnitude

avoid compromises in form of input constraints and under-

and phase of actuation pulse is controlled by discrete

actuation.

time controller to achieve desired orientation of the drill

for

further

research

bit on the basis of sampled state feedback. The solution
The orientation control of fully actuated rotor, actuated

provided by [1] is effective in controlling the orientation,

through excitation of stator windings is a well-established

but has a major practical limitation. The pulse width of

technique [1-5]. However, in case of under-actuated

control input is fixed while its magnitude is proportional
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to the amount of control force required and is unlimited.

magnetic field produced by these electromagnetic poles

However, actuation signal with unlimited amplitudeleads

interacts with that of permanent magnet mounted on the

to saturation and stability issues.This can be overcome

spinning shaft produces a torque which in turns is used

by assuming the actuation pulse to be of fixed amplitude

for changing orientation of the pointing device.Sinceshaft

and variable duration. But this becomes a constraint on
an already under actuated system. The discrete time
equivalent model of the system is non-closed form thus
making the problem more difficult. The controller design
for such systems is a real challenge, as the classical control
theory is not applicable here.

is rotating, therefore, both axes can be excited. But due to
single pair of poles only one axis can be excited at one
time, thus the fully actuated system convertsinto an under
actuated system. The electromagnetic poles are excited
for a specific duration at specific roll phase to orient the
device in the desired direction.

PEA is applicable to system under discussion [13-15]. It
implies that two input signals with different waveforms

2.1

Theorem

can result similar outputs if they have the same areas

The time derivative of a vector

[16]. The concept of PEA is used here to adjust the pulse

frame is related to the time derivative with respect to a

width and delay of control input. The main advantage of

rotating coordinate frame by [17]:

with respect to the inertial

PEA is that it is almost implementable. It is shown via
simulations that the presented scheme provided a smooth

(1)

control for precise movement and overcome the limitations
on the control effort. The robustness of the scheme is
verified through Monte Carlo simulations.

Where

is the angular velocity of the rotating

coordinate frame and subscript ‘I’ indicates that the

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:

derivative must be obtained with respect to inertial frame

Section 2 describes the model of the under actuated

with its time derivative with respect to body axes.

pointing device. Section 3 presents the discrete time
equivalent model. Section 4 covers PEA based scheme
followed by the conclusion and references.

2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The plant is a laser pointing device and its construction
is shown in Fig. 1. The pointing device is mounted on a
shaft which spins or rotates about its z-axis, while right
and left and up and down movements areabout x-axis and
y-axis respectively. A permanent magnet having a single
pair of pole mounted on the shaft is responsible for the
change of orientation of the device. Two sets of winding
on the housing acts as electromagnetic poles. The

FIG. 1. UNDER-ACTUATED POINTING DEVICE
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2.2

Rotational Dynamics
(4)

The frame of reference attached with the rotor is (X,Y,Z)
and the other attached with the stator is (X’,Y’,Z’) as

Subscript “r” in Equation (4) indicates rotor frame. The

shown in Fig. 2. The magnetic field produced by rotor

Euler equations in the rotor frame of reference are given

magnet is always along rotor’s Y-axis. There fore the

as:

torque produced will always be along rotor’s X-axis. As
the rotor is spinning, therefore, when ωzt=0o, the direction
of torque is along stator’s X axis and when ωzt=90o, the
direction of torque is alongstator’s Y’ axis and so on.
According to Newton’s second law the net moment acting

(5)

on a body is equal to the time rate of change of angular
momentum

and mathematically as:

(2)

The torques and angular velocities in the rotor frame
need to be transformed into stator frame. Using Fig. 3,

where

the relation between the torques in two frames is given
(3)

as:

Subscript “I” in Equation (2) indicates that derivative
should be obtained with respect to inertial frame. As the
stator axis is non-inertial frame therefore, Equation (2)

(6)

after employing Equation (1) becomes:

FIG. 2. DIRECTION OF ACTUATION

FIG. 3. FRAME TRANSFORMATION [18]
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Letting Jx=Jy=J due to axis symmetry, after some algebraic
manipulations in Equations (5-6), we get torques fixed

x1 = −

with housing as:

x 2 =

τ x' = J xω x' + J zωzω y'
τ 'y = J xω 'y + J zω zω x'

(7)

τ z = τ z = J zω z

H
k
b
x1 − 2 x2 + i u1
Jx
Jx
Jx

k
Hz
b
x1 −
x2 + i u 2
Jx
Jx
Jx

x3 = x1
x 4 = x2

(11)

The Equation (11) can be written in matrix form Equation

No torque is applied to the spin axis as it coincides with Z
axis therefore τ’z=0. The angular momentum along Z axis
is Hz=Cωz.The presence of damping forces due to friction
etc. will cause a damping torque about X’ and Y’ axis [19].
Therefore, Equation (7) reduces to Equation (8):
kiτ x' = J xω x' + bω x' + H zω 'y

(8)

kiτ 'y = J xω y' + bω y' + H zω z'

Due to single pole mounted on the rotor, the torque will
be availableonly in one channel i.e. τx=t and τy=0 and
Equation (6) reduces as:
τ’x = τcosωt

(9)

τy = τ sin ωt
After employing Equation (9) in Equation (8), we have:

(12), the output vector y(t) is formed by x3 and x4 states
and the input u(t) is given by Equation (13). The output
vector y(t) comprises of angular positions θx and θy in
stator frame of reference.

x (t ) = Ax(t ) + Bu(t )
y (t ) = Cx(t )

(12)

τ cos ωt 
u (t ) = 
Cx (t )
τ sin ωt 

(13)

where
 b
− J
x

H
A = − z
 Jx
 1

 0

2.3

Hz
Jx
b
−
Jx
0
1

−

 Ki


0 0
 J cos ωt 
 x


K
0 0 1 0 
0 0, B =  i sin ωt , C = 


 Jx

0 0 0 1 


0 0
0




0 0
0


(14)

Actuation Constraints

The actuation in control scheme [1] is rectangular pulses

J zθx' + bθx' + H zθy' = kiτ cos ωt

(10)

J xθy' + bθy' + H zθx' = kiτ sin ωt

of fixed duration L and variable amplitude as shown in
Fig. 4. The center of the actuation pulse is the point where
the magnetic field of the rotor and the precession axis are

To represent Equation (10) in state space form, θ and

precisely aligned. In each actuation cycle, the input pulse

θ are represented as x3 and x4 and θ and θ as x3 and x4.

is applied after a time delayβ and the system remains

The applied torque is represented as u. Respective

unactuated for the rest of cycle i.e. T-L. The requirement

angular positions are obtained by integrating angular

of pulse width having unlimited amplitude is restricted to

velocities, which can be accuratelycalculated usingEuler

maximum amplitude. This limitation was overcome by

angle transformations [19]. Finally the state space

assuming the actuation pulse having fixed amplitude with

representation in housing frame of reference is given in

variable duration. The modified actuation cycle of period

Equation (11).

Tapplied for a complete revolution is shown in Fig. 5. The

’
x

’
y

’
x

’
y
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phase of actuation Δ represents the shift of the center of

3.

the rectangular pulse from the start of the revolution. The
amplitude α of the pulse is fixed and PWvaries according

DISCRETE TIME EQUIVALENT
MODEL

the actuation. Therefore, P Wand Δ are to be estimated

The discrete-time equivalent model of the given plant is
derived using Fig. 4. The time interval [KT,(K+1)T] is
considered as one revolution in the rotor frame. The
equivalent discrete model is developed in following two
steps:

subject to the following constraints:

Interval-l I

t1 ≤ PW ≤ t 2

t∈[KT + β, KT + L + β]

to the requirement of the control signal magnitude. This
marks the difference in approach from [1] where a pulse
having fixed width with varying amplitude was used for

0 ≤ Δ ≤ Ts

(15)

u (t ) = α

In the first interval, the system Equation (12) is actuated
x(KT + L + β) = Ad1 x(KT) + Bd1 u(KT + β)

Where

Where

(t2 − t1 ) ≤ Ts

Ad 1 = e A(L ) , Bd 1 = B

2

KT + β + L



KT + β

e A(KT + β + L −φ )dφ

FIG. 4. SINGLE ACTUATION CYCLE AMPLITUDE MODULATION [1]

FIG. 5. SINGLE ACTUATION CYCLE OF PERIOD T UNDER CONSTRAINTS
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Interval –II

The system Equation (12) is actuated and the states are
given as:

t∈[KT + β + L, KT + L + β]
The system remains unactuated in this interval and the

( )x(KT) +

A ΔPW 

APW
x KT + Δ +
e
=e
2



PW
2

 PW 
−φ 
PW / 2 A
e  2  dφBu



− PW / 2

(17)

states are given by:
Interval-III

x(KT + T + β) = eA(T-L) x(KT + β + L)
by substituting value of x(KT+L+ β] in above equation
we have:
x(KT + T + β) = Ad x(KT + β) + Bd u(KT + β)

(16)

PW


t ∈  KT + Δ −
, (KT + 1)
2


The system Equation (12) is unactuated during this interval
and the states are given as:

Where

x((K + 1)T )

Ad = eA(T-L) Ad1, Bd = eA(T-L) Bd1

3.1

PW 

A T − Δ −

2  

=e
x KT




+Δ+

PW 

2 

(18)

Discrete Time Equivalent Model

The discrete-time equivalent model of the given plant for
actuation signal under constraints Equation (15) is
derived using Fig. 5. The time interval [KT,(K+1)T] is
considered as one revolution in the rotor frame. The time

Substituting values from Equation (17) into Equation (18)
we get:
A T −Δ
x((KT + 1)T ) = e AT x(KT ) + e ( )

PW/ 2

− Aφ
 e dφφB (19)

− PW/ 2

period T is divided into three separate intervals i.e. intervalI, II and III. It must be noted that during interval-I and III

Due to presence of integral in Equation (19) its

the system is un-actuated.

generalized closed form Equation (20) is not possible.
Byusing Taylor series an approximate non-closed form

Interval-l I

expression is obtained. The approximate states at time

PW 

t ∈  KT , KT + Δ −
2 


(T+1) for a specific PW and Δ are given in Equation (21)
as follows:

The system Equation (12) is unactuated and the states
are given as:


PW  A KT + Δ −

x KT + Δ −
e
2 


PW 

2 
x

(KT )


A2 PW 3 A4 PW 5 
x((K + 1)T ) ≅ e AT x(KT ) + e A(T − Δ )  PW +
Bu
+
24
1920 


4.

(20)

PEA BASD CONTROL SCHEME

As evident from Equation (19), that the exact solution
Interval-II

through discrete time equivalent model cannot be
obtained under constraints Equation (15). Therefore,

PW
PW 

t ∈  KT + Δ −
, KT + Δ +
2
2 


PEA based control scheme is applicable to the system
constraints and under discussion is shown in Fig. 6.
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The exact solution Equation (16) is transformed into
PEA signal through Equation (21) thus complying
constraints Equation (15).

PW =

LU

α

,Δ = β +

L
2

4.1

Controller Design

The overall control scheme is shown in Fig. 7. Controller
is based on the discrete equivalent model given by
Equation (16). The standard pole placement technique is

(21)

Where PEA is based on the principle for two input signals

utilized for this purpose [20]. The control input is:
U[k] = - Fx[k] + Nr

(23)

of different waveforms, similar outputs can be generated
if they have the same areas [16]. When this concept is

The matrix F is chosen such that the eigenvalues of (Ad-

applied to a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal

BdF) are within the unit circle. The reference signal is

whose pulse width is to be modified to achieve a PEA

(rx,yy)∈R2, where matrix N is C[I-Ad + BdF)-1Bd]-1

equivalent of a given control signal then the relationship

4.2

Simulations and Performance

is governed by [16]:
Simulations were carried out in MATAB and SIMULINK.

(K =1)T

 w(t )dt = Uσ k

(22)

KT

The parameters used are ω=400 π rad/sec, b=400, ki = 1,
J=4kg, Jz = 5kg, F=[0.992, 0.995 + 9j, 0.99, 0.99 + 9j]. The

U is pulse amplitude, T is the PEA interval, u(t) is given

time interval to complete one revolution is taken to be

control signal to be converted into pulse signal and αk is

0.05 sec. A comparison of old technique [1] and PEA base

pulse-width to be determined.

technique has been carried out. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 9(a)

FIG. 6. PEA BASED PULSE WIDTH DETERMINATION [16]

FIG. 7. PEA BASED CONTROL SCHEME
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shows the performance of both techniques when the
reference to be tracked is constant. It can be seen that
both techniques show satisfactory results, however,

4.3

Parametric Variation Simulations

The parametric variation is performed to verify the
robustness of proposed technique. A variation of 10 and

technique [1] shows better transient performance. Both

25% was made in the nominal values of the plant.This

the techniques were also subjected to time varying

variation of 10 and 25% were made in all the parameters of

reference signals as shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 9(b), but

Equation (14) simultaneously. As seen from the results in

the technique [1] could not follow the desired trajectory

Fig. 10 that the system remains stable with minor

whereas PEA based technique follow the varying

variations in settling time. The transient performance

reference.

deteriorates at 25% parametric variations but still remains

(a) FIXED REFERENCE

(a) FIXED REFERENCE

(b) TIME VARYING REFERENCE

(b)TIME VARYING REFERENCE

FIG. 8. STABILIZATION BASED ON TECHNIQUE [1]

FIG. 9. PEA BASED STABILIZATION
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control force required and is unlimited. To overcome this
limitation two constraints are applied on actuating signal
of fixed amplitude with adjustable pulse width. Due to the
given constraints the exact solution of discrete time
equivalent model was not possible. Therefore, control
signal generated is transformed into a PEA signal which
ensures that the control signalis so produce to meet the
constraints. The proposed technique has shown
satisfactory results inachieving the desired orientation
for the nominal as well as for the perturbed system with
10 and 25% variation in parameters.

(a) UNDER 10%PARAMETRIC VARIATION

The main advantage of PEA is that it is almost
implementable. Although PEA concept is almost
implementable but is based on approximation, therefore
to achieve precise control with this technique is difficult
to achieve. Another limitation is of high modulation
frequency as the averaging response becomes closer to
the given control signal at high frequencies. The higher
model formulas are more difficult to convert using PEA.
The minimum pulse width which cannot be ignored is a
major limitation for developing exact PEA signal.

6.

FUTURE WORK

The future work may be focused on the novel optimization
based technique so that precise control can be achieved
in more efficient way.
(b) UNDER 25% PARAMETRIC VARIATION
FIG. 10. PEA BASED STABILIZATION

stable. To sum up the overall system performance with
PEA based technique is robust enough to handle
perturbations and disturbances in plant parameters.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

A novel PEA based scheme is presented for orientation
control of an under-actuated pointing device under input
constraints. A single pair of electromagnet is used to
control two axes movement due to which the system
becomes under actuated. The solution has a major
practical limitation as the pulse width of control input is
fixed while its magnitude is proportional to the amount of

7.

NOTATIONS

X,Y,Z

System of rectangular body fixed axes

X’,Y’,X’

System of rectangular axes fixed to
housing

Hz

Angular momentum along Z axis

τx,τy,τz

Torque vector along X,Y,Z axis

θ ,θ

Angular positions about X’ and Y’ axes

’
x

’
y

ωx, ωy,ωx Angular spin velocity along X,Y,Z axis in radians
per second
B
Jx, Jy, Jz

Magnetic field due to stator winding

b

Coefficient of friction

ki

Torque constant

Moment of inertia along X,Y,X axis
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